Facilitating Quantitative Analysis of Atomic Scale 4D STEM Datasets
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Traditional scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) integrates the electron signal over a subset of scattering angles to form commonly used imaging modes. However, there is potentially much information contained in the full 2D convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns. The development of fast readout cameras has enabled 4D diffraction pattern (4D-STEM) datasets, i.e. 2D diffraction patterns at each probe position in a 2D scan, to be obtained with atomic scale electron probes [1, 2]. Synthesizing multiple imaging modes [1], differential phase contrast imaging [3] and ptychographic phase reconstruction [4] have been demonstrated using such 4D datasets. However, there are still many practical aspects to be investigated to facilitate quantitative analysis of such 4D datasets.

In this talk, we demonstrate quantitative analysis of 4D-STEM datasets. Using a fast direct detection camera, a Gatan K2-IS installed on a condenser lens aberration corrected FEI Titan electron microscope operated at 300 kV, we acquired 4D datasets from SrTiO₃ and monolayer MoS₂ specimens using an atomic scale convergent probe. One raw diffraction pattern and one diffraction pattern averaged from about 50 unit cells after scanning drift correction are shown in figures 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, for a 78 Å thick SrTiO₃ specimen and with a probe-forming aperture semi-angle, α, of 21.3 mrad. Significant signal-to-noise enhancement is evident in the sharp edge of diffraction disk in figure 1(b). Figure 1(c) shows one example of a 4D dataset from SrTiO₃ after repeat unit cell averaging.

Multiple imaging modes, such as bright field, annular bright field and annular dark field images can be synthesized from post-acquisition analyses on these large datasets. Figure 2(a) shows a coherent bright field image (collection angle 4.3 mrad, α=17.1 mrad) synthesized from a 4D dataset from MoS₂. Absolute contrast scale comparison with simulations using the µSTEM software [5] showed good agreement. Such a comparison is shown in figure 2(b) for the coherent bright field image after repeat unit cell averaging. Quantitative differential phase contrast (DPC) imaging is also demonstrated. DPC phase reconstruction [6,7] is applied to the experimental datasets. Figure 2(c) shows the phase of the transmission function reconstructed from the raw DPC images of MoS₂, while figure 2(d) shows the quantitative comparison between experiment and simulation after the repeat unit cell averaging. The Mo and S atoms can be seen more clearly in these reconstructed phases than in the STEM images. Methods to handle, reduce and analyze these huge datasets (hundreds of GBs) will also be discussed [8].
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Figure 1. Convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns from a 4D dataset from a SrTiO$_3$ specimen. (a) Raw CBED pattern, (b) averaged CBED pattern, and (c) a full 4D dataset after repeat unit cell averaging.

Figure 2. Images and transmission function phases from a monolayer MoS$_2$ specimen. (a) Raw coherent bright field image (outer angle $\alpha/4$). (b) Averaged experimental (left) and simulated (right) coherent bright field images. Phase reconstructions from the (c) raw and (d) repeat unit cell averaged DPC images. The scale bar pertains to the images in (a) and (c).